
DAILY NEWS 
UPDATES

FEDERAL NEWS
• Ottawa announced it will most likely keep borders with the U.S closed at least until late July to 

mitigate the spread of the virus. However, arguments against say that these measures will further 
hurt Canadian airlines and the tourism industry which is already suffering.

• Ottawa’s $20 billion loan program for small and medium sized businesses has barely been tapped 
into. Experts say the reason for this is that the loan is inaccessible to companies affected by the 
virus since banks have been allowed to keep their usual lending underwriting standards.

PROVINCIAL NEWS
• Legault government anticipates the July 1st decrease for school taxes for the province in order 

to help struggling families during the COVID-19 pandemic. However, this results in a loss for the 
government of $622 million but was a key promise by the CAQ political party.

• The two-meter social distancing rule could be reduced to one meter if easing restrictions phases 
go well without a mass spread of the virus. However, Dr. Arruda says that an analysis of social and 
economic activities needs to be done before reducing this measure.

USA NEWS
• US consumer prices fell again for a third straight month for May. Consumer demand remaining low 

during the pandemic even as some businesses reopen. The Labor Department said its consumer 
price index fell by 0.1% last month after plunging 0.8% for April.

• Ford and Volkswagen expanding their alliance and now sharing production of 8 million commercial 
vehicles. The collaboration is expected to lower development costs, allow for broader distribution 
of electric and commercial vehicles. Initiatives expected to start next year.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
• UAE looking to adapt to mitigate economic impacts of the virus. Risk management experts say the 

pandemic is forcing entire sectors to adapt and having to move business online. Investments in 
healthcare, crisis management, AI and data analytics are a must for the future. 

• Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development (OECD) announced that the shock from 
the pandemic to the world economy and living standards is and will be unprecedented and long-
lasting. It projects a global recession of 6% if virus under control and 7.6% if a second wave.
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